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Spin and Orbital Magnetic Quadrupole Resonances in48Ca and 90Zr
from 180± Electron Scattering
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The nuclei 48Ca and 90Zr were investigated in180± high-resolution inelastic electron scattering
for momentum transfersq . 0.35 0.8 fm21. The completeM2 strength could be extracted in both
nuclei up to excitation energies of about 15 MeV. Second-random-phase approximation calculations
successfully describe the strong fragmentation of the experimental strength distributions. Contrary to
previous experimental findings, suggesting a severe reduction, the deduced quenching ofM2 spin matrix
elements is comparable to theM1 case. A quantitative reproduction of the data requires the presence
of appreciable orbital strength which can be interpreted as a torsional elastic vibration (“twist mode”).
[S0031-9007(99)08470-7]

PACS numbers: 25.30.Dh, 21.60.Jz, 23.20.Js, 27.40.+z
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Magnetic spin and convection currents of the nucleu
because of their elementary nature, are subjects of conti
ous experimental and theoretical interest. Magnetic dipo
(M1) transitions have been studied intensively with em
phasis on the problem of “quenching” (i.e., a reduction o
the transition strength with respect to the most advanc
model predictions) of the spin part. It is now commonl
accepted that the quenching results from a combination
coupling to configurations outside the model spaces via t
nuclear tensor force and admixtures of theD isobar. The
latter are small (see [1,2] for some recent work).

Much less is known about magnetic quadrupole (M2)
excitations whose spin part should also be modified b
the mechanisms discussed above. The few available d
[3–6] indicate a quenching even stronger than for theM1
strength [7]. The spin part of theM2 strength is directly re-
lated to theJp  22 component of spin-dipole excitations
[8,9] observed in hadron scattering experiments whose s
decomposition is a central goal of recent experimental e
forts [10]. The amount of quenching and theM2-strength
distributions insd- and fp-shell nuclei are also key in-
gredients for a detailed modeling of the late stages
heavy stars before a supernova collapse [11,12] and for
n-nucleosynthesis process [13]. Calculations of theM2
response in nuclei have been performed in various micr
scopic approaches [14–18]. Although the centroid of th
observedM2 strength distribution is roughly reproduced
on the random-phase approximation (RPA) level takin
into account one particle–one hole (1p1h) excitations, the
strong fragmentation of the mode can only be describ
by coupling to the large number of two particle–two hol
(2p2h) states.
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There is, furthermore, a fundamental interest in verif
ing the possible existence of an orbitalM2 resonance in
spherical nuclei. Such an excitation, predicted within
fluid-dynamic approach for finite Fermi systems [19] an
named “twist mode,” can be viewed as a rotation of di
ferent layers of fluid against each other with a rotation
angle proportional to the distance along the axis of rot
tion. Having no restoring force in an ideal fluid, its ex
perimental observation would be direct proof of the ze
sound character of giant resonances in nuclei which can
interpreted as vibrations of an elastic medium, in contra
to the hydrodynamical picture [20]. Backward electro
scattering presents the most promising tool to search
such a mode [21–23].

The present work aims at a solution of some of the
open questions. We have chosen to study48Ca and90Zr
as first examples of a systematic investigation of theM2
spin quenching as well as to search for experimental in
cations of the orbital twist mode. Modern developmen
of second-RPA (SRPA) theories [24] provide a promisin
tool for a realistic description of theM2 strength distribu-
tions in medium-mass and heavy nuclei.

Electron scattering at180± is particularly suited because
of the strong suppression of longitudinal excitations in
cluding the radiative tail dominated by elastic scatterin
[25]. Thus, it serves as a filter for transverse excitation
Exceptional features compared to similar previous devic
can be achieved [26] at the S-DALINAC by the couplin
of the180± system to a large solid angle, large momentu
acceptance spectrometer [27]. For the first time, a 10 M
pulsed beam originally developed for a free electron las
[28] was employed to distinguish the electrons scatter
© 1999 The American Physical Society 1105
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off the target from those of background sources (e.g., t
Faraday cup or slit systems) by the time-of-flight differ
ences of the detected electrons. With this technique
signal-to-background ratio in the measured spectra co
be increased by up to an order of magnitude. Compa
to the limited information from previous (e, e0) experi-
ments [3–6], these experimental developments permit
extraction of theentire M2 response overlarge excita-
tion energy regions essential for an answer to the proble
raised above.

For the measurements isotopically enriched (.97%)
metallic foils 48Ca and90Zr with target thicknesses of
10.2 mgycm 2 and19.8 mgycm2, respectively, were used.
Spectra were taken at electron energiesE0  42.4, 66.4,
and 82.2 MeV corresponding to momentum transfe
q  0.38, 0.62, and 0.78 fm21. Typical beam currents
were 1 3 mA. The energy resolution, dominated by
the target thickness, ranged from 50 to 70 keV. Th
spectrometer settings covered an excitation energy ra
Ex  4 15 MeV. The upper part of Fig. 1 presents
a typical 48Ca(e, e0) spectrum taken atE0  66.4 MeV.
Above 8 MeV it is dominated by transitions to22 states.
The spin information and reduced transition probabilitie
were derived from fits of RPA form factors to the
experimental data including, where available, results fro
previous (e, e0) experiments [29,30].

At energies Ex . 11 MeV the level density of22

states in48Ca becomes very high leading to a considerab
fragmentation of the transition strength. Thus, the unfol
ing procedure of the spectra as a superposition of discr

FIG. 1. Upper part: Inelastic electron scattering spectrum
48Ca taken atu  180± and E0  66.4 MeV. The spins
and parities of most states are determined from form fac
measurements. The dotted line shows electrons elastic
scattered off a1H contamination. Lower part: Spectrum
of 90Zr at E0  42.2 MeV. The dashed line indicates the
background due to the radiative tail.
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lines is no longer possible. Parts of theM2 strength might
thus be hidden in the background of the spectra. T
problem is even more pronounced in the spectrum of90Zr
displayed in the lower part of Fig. 1. The strong rise
the radiative tail (dashed line) sets in at lower excitatio
energies, but a prominent resonancelike structure aro
9 MeV is clearly visible, which has been identified to b
mostly of anM2 nature [4,6].

A solution to this problem is provided by a fluctuatio
analysis technique based upon a statistical treatment,
assuming Wigner-type level spacings and Porter-Thom
intensity distributions (for details, see [31]). To extra
the totalBsM2d" strength in the excitation energy regio
covered by the experiment, an analysis similar to t
one in Ref. [32] was performed in the intervalsEx 
11 15 MeV (48Ca) and7 12 MeV (90Zr). At higher
energies in90Zr one probably enters the regime of Ericso
fluctuations [33], which precludes application of the abo
method. The combinedM2-strength distribution for48Ca
is summarized in the top part of Fig. 2.

Attempts to describe the complexM2-strength distribu-
tions by RPA calculations fail (independent of details
the residual interaction). One has to invoke the SRP
which extends the model space to include2p2h excita-
tions on the correlated ground state. Since both me
field and collisional damping are included, the SRPA
well suited for a description of the fine structure of nu
clear modes [20,34]. When evaluated in a basis of RP
statesjnl the strength function takes the form [24]

SFsEd  2
1
p

Im
X
nn0

k0jF̂yjnlGnn0sEd kn0jF̂j0l , (1)

whereF̂ denotes the operator of the perturbing field.
the case of magnetic excitations,F̂ couples to the current

FIG. 2. Comparison of theM2 strength distribution in48Ca
with results of RPA and SRPA calculations described
the text.
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l h=, dsr 2 rkdj

1 gskd
s s= 3 skddsr 2 rkdg , (2)

whereg
skd
l andg

skd
s are the orbital and sping factors of the

kth nucleon, respectively. Taking into account distortion
of the electron in the static Coulomb field of the nucleu
F̂ is then evaluated by convoluting the current (2) with th
distorted waves of the incoming and outgoing electro
The Green’s function in Eq. (1) is given by

Gnn0sEd  fE 2 En 2 Snn0sEd 1 ihg21

2 fE 1 En 1 Snn0s2Ed 2 ihg21, (3)

where En are the RPA eigenenergies. The coupling
2p2h excitations results in a complex self-energySnn0 ;
Dnn0 2

i
2 Gnn0 . After diagonalization of the residual in-

teraction,ŷ, in the2p2h subspace it takes the form

Snn0sEd 
X

2

knjŷj2l
1

E 2 E2 1 ih
k2jŷjn0l . (4)

To account for finite energy resolution in the experimen
h in Eq. (4) is taken to be finite (typically 20 keV).

In the calculations presented below, single-particle e
ergies were taken from experiment when available. O
erwise, they (as well as the single-particle wave function
were obtained from a static Woods-Saxon potential wi
parameters to optimally reproduce the ground-state pro
erties [35]. All 2p2h states up to 28 MeV (48Ca) and
21 MeV (90Zr) were included. As residual interaction
we choose the “M3Y” interaction of Ref. [36] which is a
finite-range parametrization of theG matrix. As is well
known the real partDnn0 of the RPA self-energy is at-
tractive at low excitation energies, mainly because of t
dressing of particle and hole lines [20,34]. Since th
single-particle energies are obtained from a Woods-Sax
potential or from experiment, such effects are largely tak
into account. Among various possibilities for correctin
this “double-counting” problem [24], a very satisfactor
prescription is to subtract fromDnn0 a smooth partD̄nn0

which is obtained using a larger energy averaging param
ter,h (200 keV). As a result, the subtractedDnn0 fluctuates
around zero, preserving the correct pole structure for t
damping of the RPA modes into2p2h states.

The RPA results (middle part of Fig. 2) predict
compact resonance at about 12 MeV in contrast to t
strong fragmentation visible in the experimental resul
However, if the coupling to2p2h excitations is taken into
account in the SRPA calculation, the description is grea
improved (bottom part of Fig. 2). The main structure
of the experimental strength distribution with clusterin
around 10, 12, and 15 MeV can be well reproduce
although the experimental strength is still somewhat mo
spread out. The situation is similar in90Zr.
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In order to see to what extent the present results
haust the theoreticalM2 strengths, it is instructive to plot
the energy-weighted running sums as a function of e
citation energy (Fig. 3). The hatched areas indicate
experimental uncertainties dominated by the assumpti
on the level densities in the fluctuation analysis. The e
perimental results exhaust 30% (48Ca) and 21% (90Zr), re-
spectively, of the RPA energy-weighted sum rule (EWS
values given in the caption of Fig. 3. Note that exchan
contributions to the EWSR are neglected. Their inclusi
would lead to corrections of the order 10% for the M3
interaction. The dashed lines represent the SRPA res
using an effective sping factorgeff

s  0.64gfree
s , adjusted

to reproduce theM1 data in48Ca [37]. The good agree-
ment with the data shown in Fig. 3 demonstrates that (
suminggeff

l  gfree
l ) the spin quenching ofM1 and M2

strengths is very similar.
Finally, we address the possible evidence for an

bital M2 mode. At present, arguments can be based o
on a decomposition in the SRPA predictions. Figure
compares the90Zr results with the calculated totalBsM2d
distribution and its separation into spin and orbital co
tributions. One indeed finds significant orbital streng
The interference pattern leads to a suppression of the t
strength at low excitation energies and an enhancem
above approximately 7 MeV. Because of the compara
magnitudes of spin and orbital strengths, the construct
interference reaches maximum values in the main bu
of theM2 resonance around 9 MeV. Thus, the agreem
of the SRPA calculations (which would be complete
spoiled in the absence of the orbital strength) provide
strong argument for the presence of the twist mode. T
properties of the twist mode can be characterized by

FIG. 3. Running sums of the energy-weightedBsM2d
strengths in 48Ca and 90Zr. The RPA-EWSR values are
52.4 3 103m

2
N MeV fm2 (48Ca) and112.3 3 103m

2
N MeV fm2

(90Zr), respectively. The dashed lines are SRPA calculatio
with an effective sping factor geff

s  0.64gfree
s which was

adjusted to reproduce theM1 strength in48Ca.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the experimentalBsM2d distribution
in 90Zr with SRPA results for the total strength and th
decomposition into spin and orbital parts.

total strength and the mean energyĒ which is related
to the nuclear shear modulusm [22,38]. For 90Zr one
finds from the present workBsM2dl"  780m

2
N fm2,

Ē  9.7 MeV in reasonable agreement with the orig
nal prediction [19] of BsM2dl"  830m

2
N fm2, Ē 

9.0 MeV. The resulting shear moduli expressed
units of the nuclear matter densityr0  0.17 fm23 are
myr0  6.3 MeV (48Ca) and 7.2 MeV (90Zr). This
corresponds to 41% (48Ca) and 47% (90Zr), respectively,
of the nuclear matter value of 15.34 MeV. The overa
reduction and the relative differences in finite nuclei ca
be understood to arise from surface contributions.

To summarize, we have extracted from180± electron
scattering experiments the completeM2 response in48Ca
and 90Zr up to excitation energies of about 15 MeV
The structure of the complex, highly fragmented streng
distributions is well accounted for by SRPA calculation
For a quantitative description a reduction of the spin pa
must be invoked. The degree of quenching is foun
to be very similar forM1 and M2 transitions, contrary
to earlier claims. The good agreement of the mod
results with the data depends sensitively on a pronounc
constructive spin/orbital interference which provides
strong indication for the presence of the orbital twist mod
Clearly, the latter argument is only indirect and a dire
proof (e.g., through the different form factor dependen
of spin and orbital parts) must await future experimen
For systematic tests of sum-rule predictions [39–43]
would also be of importance to establish these element
magnetic quadrupole modes over a wide mass range.
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